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6 Months to 6 Figures The long overdue Ã¢â‚¬Â•6 Months to 6 FiguresÃ¢â‚¬Â• is a breath of fresh

air to the Entrepreneurial world, and is here to shift our culture. No BS, No fluff, No Academic

Theories, and No Sugar Coating. Just real world, tactical, hard core strategies from being in the

trenches. Peter Voogd, whoÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s labeled the leading authority for Gen Y leadership reveals

the exact strategies heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s used to go from dead broke to over 6 figures within 6 months in

multiple industries. Peter has trained over 4,000 Entrepreneurs and built an 8 million dollar sales

organization by age 27. If youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢re one of the select few who are serious about success, this

book will change the game for you. Most Entrepreneurs struggle with inconsistent income, low

productivity, and donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t have enough time in a day to get everything they want done? Peter

shows you the fastest and most effective ways to maximize your income, get bigger things done in

less time, and helps you create your ideal lifestyle. We assure you this is only book youÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ll

ever need to thrive as an Entrepreneur. It will help you create a quantum change in the results you

enjoy in your personal and professional life. As IÃ¢â‚¬â„¢m sure you are aware and have

experienced, most people just talk about success, wish they had success, but never take the

necessary action consistently to achieve it. They spend year after year just trying to get by vs.

designing a compelling future. We want to bring you off the sidelines and into the game. We want

you to enjoy higher levels of fulfillment, more passion and energy, and results very few attain.

ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s time to stop surviving, and start thriving.
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Fantastic book. This is the guide and kick in the rear to anyone that got lost on the path of life and

needs to refocus they're energy. I'll be completely honest, Mr. Voodg appears to take elements from

other books I've red but the success in this book is that it's many elements comprised into an

effective system to get you massive life improvement's. This is the kind of book you will revisit and

want to master, must have.

Very good book. Very tactical information that is easily applied with action steps and follow ups. No

fluff or pie in the sky information that gets you excited then wears off. At the end of the day you have

to do the work. Mastery vs. overload is a great concept reiterated in this book, especially in the age

with many distractions (cell phones,, social media etc.).Excellent guide for someone looking to take

things to another level.

I bought this book thinking I would skim through most of it and just pick out the few bits of good

advice like so many other books I've read. I quickly realized that unlike other authors, Peter gets

straight to the point without very many idle words. Not only is there a lot of good information but

there are instructions outlining the steps you need to take to move beyond a mediocre life to an

extraordinary life. There were so many good points in this book that It convinced me to join Peter's

Game Changers Academy.

Peter Voogd truly is the real deal. He's notorious for his no fluff approach, and dives straight into the

"meats & potatoes" right away. The very thing that separates him from the other self proclaimed

gurus is that he's strategic & tactical, and you can use his content right away. Often times you have

other authors in the personal development space write books that are too vague to execute or

master. This book is without a doubt my top 5 :)

6 Month to 6 Figures has changed my outlook on learning and business forever. Its a culmination of



the multiple books I have read over the last few years. If I could only choose one book to read for

the rest of my life I would choose 6 Months to 6 Figures. Get it on Audio, get the hard copy and start

listening to Peter Voogd. Change the game for yourself and everyone around you.

I'm in a unique situation to review Peter Voogd's "6 Months to 6 Figures." I first read it in the winter

of 2014, and read it again approximately 1 year later. The effect it's had on my life has been

tremendous - I'm a sales professional that went from 60k to 140k in a year, and I anticipate doing

much better than that this year. Did that happen magically by reading this book? NO.And that's

exactly why this book is so valuable.Peter doesn't hold anything back in terms of what it takes to

succeed (whatever your definition). Most people talk and talk and talk, but never execute. They are

the "Think and Grow Rich" crowd, while Peter leads the "Think, Execute, Execute, Execute, Execute

Some More, and Grow Rich" crowd. I used to be a part of the former, and it was Peter's book (and

podcast) that has helped spur me into the latter. And believe me, the latter is where you want to be.

I read this book months back but wanted share my praise for what Peter is doing. I am a regular

listener to the Young Entrepreneur Lifestyle Podcast. His content is consistent, valuable and

authentic! Go get the Ambition in Priceless Mixtape and follow Peter. Thanks for all that you do.

Holy! Talk about Awesome. I have read a lot and a mean a lot of books on business and

entrepreneurialism. And Peter's book is right on the MONEY. As an entrepreneur who has gone

through the battles as Peter talks about, I can tell you first hand that "6 months to 6 figures" is a real

blueprint for success. I highly and I mean highly recommend you read this book!
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